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Anglais
Part I
Durée : 1 h
Epreuve commune à tous les candidats

I. Grammar & Vocabulary
Choose the right answer
1- I'm fed up with city life. I ........................ in the country
A- would live
B- would like to live C- would want to live

D- would want living

2- Chemistry was the subject which interested me ..................... when I was at school
A- most

B- the most

C- all the most

D- more

3- The thief asked ..................Ms Smith if she had seen a policeman and then snatched her bag
A- 0
B- to
C- at
D- for
4- When I was younger I ................. a glass of milk before going to bed
A- have the habit of drinking
B- used to drink
C- had the habit of drink

D- used drinking

5- Cats eat mice but ........ contrary mice don't eat cats
A- O
B- to
C- on the

D- in

6- She has worked ................... and she is exhausted now
A- for twelve o'clock
B- for twelve hours
C- since twelve hours

D- long

7- It's ................................ Let's go swimming
A- to hot to work
B- to hot to working
C- too hot to working

D- too hot to work

8- I feel cold.Would................ the window?
A- you mind to close
B- you bother to close
C- you bother closing

D- you mind closing

9- When I .................. six I believed that Santa Claus lived in the north pole
A- had
B- am
C- was
D- have
10- It ................ too hot in this room, please switch off the radiator
A- does

B- makes

C- is
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D- has

11- They went to New York and then crossed the country .................. plane
A- by
B- on
C- in
D- with
12- Americans are ................. to high blood pressure because of their fatty food
A- proned

B- prone

C- likely

D- like

13- People ........................................ choose the best representatives
A- don't always

B- doesn't always

C- always don't

D- always doesn't

14- Americans ........................ longer hours than Europeans
A- are used to work

B- are used to working C- used to working D- used work

15- There is a ........................... to make all the people work together
A- willing

B- volontary

C- volunty

D- will

16- We can ask ................................ if there is a future for the Earth
A- ourselves

B- us

C- oneself

D- to us

17- Scientific ............................. is essential to find cures against cancer
A- search

B- investigation

C- research

D- looking

C- for earn

D- to earn

18- We must work .............. money
A- for gain

B- to gain

19- The USA were founded on principles which are very different ......... European ones
A- than

B-that

C- to

D- from

C- is watch

D- it is to watch

C-getting up

D- got up

C-go to home

D-get to the house

C-for buy

D- for buying

20- What I like ..................... movies
A-it is watch

B- is watching

21- After ............... I have breakast
A-get up

B-to get up

22- In the evening I ............. and have dinner
A-get home

B-go home

23- She is not interested ,,,,,,,,,, this house
A-in buying

B-to buy
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24- My advice is,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,by train
A- go
B- to go

C- going

D-gone

25- ,,,,,,,,,, typical Sunday, I stay in bed until twelve and then have a long brunch with my family
A-a

B- On a

C- The

D- On the

C- in the family

D- at family

26- Every Sunday evening I eat
A-with my family

B-in family

27- Last year I went to the USA
A- for improving

...............

my English

B- to improve

C- by improve

D- for to improve

28- No wonder the device does not work, it ............................... to the power supply
A- connected not

B- is not connect

C- is not connected D- connects not

29- ............. have you lived at your current address?
A- how many times B- how often
C- how soon

D- how long

30- I ................... over Switzerland last week on my way to Austria
A- flew

B-have flown

C- flight

D- flee

31- Next week, we won't have ...... results, it's too early
A- us

B- our

C- 0

D- ours

C- are

D- can

32- If you eat all that you ................. sick
A- will be

B- will have

33- The body's immune system .......................... a significant role in the battle against cancer
A- is playing

B- play

C- plays

D-has played

34- Dope is a drug .......................... use is forbidden by law
A- whose

B-which

C- of which

D- that

35- These gates will remain ................. until the train has passed
A- closing

B- close

C- shot

D- shut

36- More than 50 per cent of the life on Earth is in tropical forests, which cover less ........... 7 per
cent of the planet's surface.
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A- than

B- that

C- of

D- 0

37- Brian .......... in Japan for two years now. He is working there and likes it very much
A- has been

B- is

C- is being

D- has gone

38- The dentist's waiting room was full of people. Most ........ magazines
A-were reading

B- read

C- was reading

D- have read

39- ............... the baby is only ten weeks old, it can recognize its parents
A- Through

B- Thorough

C- Though

D- Even

40- I tried to book a seat on the train but they had all been booked .............................
A- already

B- though

C- again

D- yet

41- Visitors are asked ............................... the animals
A- not to fed

B- to feed not

C- not to feed

D- don't feed

C- Want to

D- Feel like

42- ................................. come in my car?
A- Would you like

B- Would you like to

43- ............ on the Internet can be dangerous if your account number gets stolen
A- Buying

B- To buy

C- Buy

D- By buying

44- The whole factory was wiped ....... by the explosion
A- away

B- up

C- 0

D- out

45- I am very ......................... electronics and this is why I am here today
A- interested by

B- interested in

C- interesting in

D- interesting by

46- Wine .............................. my wine merchant told me
A- must never be shaken

B- never shake

C- must never been shaken D- must never shake
47- Every Sunday morning I wash .............................. and then have breakfast with my family
A-0

B- myself

C- me

D- oneself

48- ....................... on a regular basis can slow the effects of ageing, a study by US researchers
shows
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A- Running

B- Run

C- To run

D- In running

49- The car stopped suddenly ....................... a child running after his ball
A- to avoid

B- for avoid

C- avoiding

D- to avoiding

50- Tonight the news ........................ by a new announcer
A- are read
B- is read
C- will read

D- have read

II. Reading Comprehension
1) Read the text carefully and find the correct answer

TERRORISM is most commonly associated with the bomb and the bullet, but ever since an
incident on the Tokyo subway system in 1995, the security services have also had to worry about
poison gas. That attack, which used a nerve-gas called sarin, killed twelve people and severely
injured another fifty. Sarin is to be feared because it is invisible, odourless and 500 times more
deadly than cyanide
What is needed is a cheap way of detecting such gases and, having raised the alarm, of identifying
which gas is involved so that anyone who has inhaled it can be treated.
And that is what a team of chemical engineers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology think
they have created. Not only can their new sensor distinguish between chemical agents, it can detect
them at previously unattainable concentrations—as low as 25 parts in a trillion.
Because the detector is small and requires very little power, the team hopes it will be widely used in
the sort of enclosed spaces where a gas attack would be most successful. They suggest it could even
fit in a policeman’s pocket. If only someone could now miniaturise gas masks.
Sep 4th 2008

The Economist

51- Which of these terrorist threats is not mentioned in the text?
A- plane strikes
B- bombs
C- gun attacks

D- gas attacks

52- How many people have suffered from the gas attack in Tokyo 1995?
A- 12
B- 50
C- 27
D- 62
53- The 1995 Tokyo gas attack took place :
A- in the underground B- on a bus
C- in a public building D- in a train station
54- Which of these dangers is not mentioned about sarin?
A-it can kill a lot of people B- it does not smell C- it cannot be seen D- it is widely available
55- Which of these qualities is not mentioned about the solution found by MIT engineers?
A- it is very easy to operate
B- it does not require much energy
C- the device is quite small

D- it is very accurate
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56- Which of these things cannot be done by the device developed by MIT engineers?
A- cure people
B- detect dangerous gasses
C- determine the amount of gas

D- determine the nature of gas

2) Fill in the blanks with the correct word
Two Japanese ...................57.................. have unveiled a security robot that can
be...............58............ from a mobile phone to hurl a net that traps
....................59.................intruders.
The prototype T-34 was developed jointly by robot firm Tmsuk Co and security firm Alacom Co. It
moves at ...............60................ 10km/h (6mph), and can be controlled by someone seeing real-time
images on a mobile phone. The small robot is built on wheels and is ..................61.................... with
sensors that can detect the movements of intruders. "Security sensors often set .......62 ....... false
alarms but ........63.......... the location with the robot will lead to more efficient operations," said a
company representative.
BBC web site January 2009
57-

A- companies

B-enterprises

C- society

D- societies

58-

A- commanded

B- command

C- sit

D- follow

59-

A-suspicious

B-suspected

C- suspect

D- supposedly

60-

A- to

B- average

C down

D- up to

61-

A-fit

B- equipped

C- adapted

D- command

62-

A- up

B- off

C- in

D- away

63-

A examining

B- examined

C-exam

D- to exam

3) Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
FOOD scares can .........64..............to widespread anxiety. Everyone ...........65..........to eat and
there is often no way of knowing whether a person has been ....... 66.........by contaminated food
before it is too late. ..............67........... bugs that give people food poisoning cannot be seen with the
naked eye or detected by the nose or taste buds. Recent events in China, where milk was tainted
with melamine, an industrial.......68............., in order to conceal that it had been watered down, have
caused some .........69.......... to die and over 50,000 others to fall ill. That understandably made
international headlines. But .........70............ that people also suffer ........71......... infected food in
almost every city, every day.
One of the most prevalent culprits is the bacterium Escherichia coli........72......most strains are
harmless and can be found in the intestines of animals, one particular strain is very nasty. It can
spread to beef, vegetables, unpasteurised milk and water,............73........... illness in people unlucky
enough to ingest contaminated produce
64-

A-led

B- lead

C- leading
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D- to lead

65-

A-have

B-has

C- must

D- is able

66-

A- affect

B- affected

C- affecting

D-to affect

67

A-Most

B- The most of

C- Most of the

D-The more

68-

A-chemist

B- chemistry

C- chemist's

D- chemical

69-

A-childs

B-child

C-children's

D- children

70-

A- memorize B- remind

C-remember

D- remain

71

A-of

B- at

C- 0

D- from

72

A- Whereas

B-As

C- Since

D-However

73

A- causing

B- cause

C_ to cause

D- caused

III. Error recognition
Choose the 'error" in each sentence (only one).
74- In America alone, this germ may be responsible of as many as 70,000 infections each year
ABCD75 Green” jet engines, able to power aircraft while producing fewer emissions, are in development
ABCD76- A novel form of biodiesel is derived from a unusual feedstock - coffee
ABCD77 Cotton fibres coated with carbon nanotubes could be used to detect bleed
AB
CD78 Books and other products sold by online retailers can attract thousand of readers
A-

B-

C-

D-

79 Satellites that beam solar powers to earth have often appeared in science fiction
ABCD80 Device that maintain and restore a normal heartbeat date back to the 1950s.
ABCD-
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